
BLOOMBERG  
VALUATION SERVICES

Bloomberg Valuation Services—BVAL provides credible, transparent and defensible valuations 
across a broad spectrum of financial instruments, including fixed income, derivatives and  
structured notes. We are an independent information source that draws on market data  
contributed from thousands of market participants. We use this broad global data set of market  
observations together with market-leading analytics and terms and conditions databases to  
produce objective third-party price valuations. 
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BVAL FOR CASH SECURITIES
BVAL provides valuation for all asset classes using data from 
thousands of contributors. the data are scrubbed, cleansed 
and verified with every input and output tested for quality  
and consistency. each instrument is properly classified to  
incorporate the specific characteristics of that particular 
security. the entire pricing process is overseen by a team 
of capital markets experts who monitor the final product and 
provide exceptional customer service.

KEY FEATURES
 each price valuation also includes a BVAL Score, a  
proprietary data field measuring the degree of availability 
and consistency of market data used in the valuation.

each valuation is accompanied by additional related  
metrics that are linked to the market data that support  
the valuations.

 Price snapshots are available several times during the day:

Tokyo London New York

Price Snapshot time 3:00 PM 12:00 PM 3:00 PM

4:00 PM 3:00 PM 4:00 PM

4:00 PM

express Delivery time 3:45 PM 12:45 PM 3:45 PM

4:45 PM 3:45 PM 4:45 PM

4:45 PM

regular Delivery time 6:00 PM 3:00 PM 6:00 PM

7:00 PM 6:00 PM 7:00 PM

7:00 PM

Price snapshots above reflect the availability of Government, 
Agency and corporate bonds and loans. Municipal and  
Structured Product prices are available only during the  
New York 3 pm and 4 pm snapshots. european ABS prices  
are offered during London and New York snapshots. Japanese 
MBS pricing is available during tokyo snapshots.

ENTERPRISE SOLUTIONS
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CLIENT BENEFITS
Transparency — BVAL pricing service provides an 
unmatched transparency on how each price valuation was 
produced, detailing and explaining every step in the process 
with unsurpassed insight into data inputs and algorithmic  
methodologies used. this information is readily available 
through the Bloomberg Professional® service via 
BVAL <GO>. 

Rigorous Process — BVAL utilizes the highest quality data, 
integrated across a wide cross-section of market contributors 
numbering in the thousands. the data is scrubbed, cleansed 
and verified with every input and output tested for quality  
and consistency.  

Unique BVAL Score — this unique metric, which is available 
only from Bloomberg, measures on a scale of 1-10 the 
relative strength of the quantity and quality of market inputs 
used in calculating the BVAL price at each snapshot. the 
BVAL Score is not a statement regarding the accuracy of a 
valuation. rather, it reflects the relative quantity and strength 
of the market input data used to generate the BVAL valuation.

Data Consistency and Operational Efficiencies
BVAL offers a unique opportunity for data consistency. With 
BVAL, all market participants, traders, portfolio managers 
and researchers can utilize the same valuations that are being 
used in the mid- and back-office and customers can achieve 
significant cost savings in the form of operational efficiencies. 

CLIENT SUPPORT
•   Teams of experienced evaluators in New York, London and 

tokyo handle all challenge inquiries related to prices, data 
and the methodology used.

•   BVAL enterprise clients can submit Inquiries and Price 
challenges directly to the evaluation team via the Data 
Solutions Web Portal.

•   Bloomberg’s multi-lingual Global Customer Support teams 
provide 24/7 assistance via chat or over the telephone 
anywhere in the world.

•   More information about BVAL, including detailed product 
manuals, BVAL Score Primer and methodology overviews 
are available on the Bloomberg Professional service  
at BVLI <GO>.

CONTACT US 
to request information about BVAL, send an email to bval@bloomberg.net or visit our web site at bloomberg.com/bval.  
From the Bloomberg Professional® service you may also visit BVLi <GO>. 
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BEIJING 
+86 10 6649 7500

DUBAI 
+971 4 364 1000

FRANKFURT 
+49 69 9204 1210

HONG KONG 
+852 2977 6000

LONDON 
+44 20 7330 7500

MUMBAI 
+91 22 6120 3600

NEW YORK 
+1 212 318 2000

SAN FRANCISCO 
+1 415 912 2960

SÃO PAULO 
+55 11 3048 4500

SINGAPORE 
+65 6212 1000

SYDNEY 
+61 2 9777 8600

TOKYO 
+81 3 3201 8900

bloomberg.com/bval
the BLOOMBerG PrOFeSSiONAL service, BLOOMBerG Data and BLOOMBerG Order Management Systems (the “Services”) are owned and distributed locally by Bloomberg Finance L.P. (“BFLP”) and its 
subsidiaries in all jurisdictions other than Argentina, Bermuda, china, india, Japan and Korea (the “BLP countries”). BFLP is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Bloomberg L.P. (“BLP”).  BLP provides BFLP with all global 
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